Monster Mash!

**Year-round Monster Stories**

A Select List of Brown County Library Children’s Books
* (Toddler–Early Elementary)

Click on each title below to see the library’s catalog record. Then click on the title in the record for details, current availability, or to place a hold. For additional books and items on this theme, ask your librarian or search the library’s online catalog.

Updated for 2015!

**Not-so-Scary: Picture Books**

* = toddler appeal

- The Baby that Roared by Simon Puttock
- Beasty Bath by Robert Neubecker*
- Bedtime for Monsters by Ed Vere
- Big Bad Bubble by Adam Rubin
- Broom, Zoom by Caron Lee Cohen*
- Buddy and the Bunnies in “Don’t Play with your Food” by Bob Shea
- Bunnies!! by Kevan Atteberry*
- Frankenstein by Rick Walton (a parody of the Madeline books)
- Good Night Goon: A Petrifying Parody by Michael Rex
- Goodnight, Little Monster by Helen Ketteman
- The Great Monster Hunt/The Slurpy Burpy Bear by Norbert Landa*
- Have You Seen My Monster? by Steve Light
- Here Comes Destructosaurus by Aaron Reynolds
- Hush Little Monster by Denis Markell*
- If You’re a Monster and You Know It/There was an Old Monster by Rebecca Emberly*
- Jane and Mizmow by Matthew Armstrong
- Jeremy Draws a Monster/The Monster Returns by Peter McCarty
- Jitterbug Jam by Barbara Jean Hicks
- Jumpy Jack and Googily by Meg Rosoff*
- Laura Numeroff’s 10 Step Guide to Living with your Monster
- Little Monster Word Book with Mother Goose by Mercer Mayer*
- Love Monster by Rachel Bright
- Mrs Muffy’s Monster by Sarah Dyer
The Monster at the End of this Book by Jon Stone
Monster Baby by Diane Regan Curtis
The Monster who Lost his Mean by Tiffany Haber
Monsters Love Colors / Monsters Love School by Mike Austin*
Monster Mash by David Catrow
Monsters Love Underpants! by Claire Freedman
The Monsters’ Monster by Patrick McDonnell
The Monster who Lost his Mean by Tiffany Haber
Mo’s Mustache by Ben Clanton
Mostly Monsterly by Tammi Sauer
A Night on the Town by Caroline Merola
The Patterson Puppies and the Midnight Monster Party by Leslie Patricelli
Robot Zombie Frankenstein! by Annette Simon
Romping Monsters, Stomping Monsters by Jane Yolen
Socksquatch by Frank Dormer*
Ten Creepy Monsters by Carey Armstrong-Ellis
Thelonius Monster’s Sky-High Fly Pie: A Revolting Rhyme by Judy Sierra
There’s a Nightmare in My Closet by Mercer Mayer
Tiny Hamster is a Giant Monster by Joel Jensen
Where the Wild Things Are by Maurice Sendak
Yeti and the Bird by Nadia Shireen
Your Pal Mo Willems Presents Leonardo the Terrible Monster
Yuck! That’s not a Monster! by Angela McAllister

Early Elementary: Picture Books, Beginning Readers, Poetry, and More!

Beware of the Frog by William Bee
Dinner with Dracula: A Spine-Tingling Collection of Frighteningly Funny Poems by Bruce Lansky
Do Not Build a Frankenstein! by Neil Numberman
The Essential Worldwide Monster Guide by Linda Ashman
Fly Guy and the Frankenfly (beginning reader) by Tedd Arnold
Frankenstein Makes a Sandwich: And Other Stories You’re Sure to Like, Because
They’re all about Monsters/Frankenstein Takes the Cake by Adam Rex
I Need My Monster by Amanda Noll
I Will Fight Monsters for You by Santi Balmes
Larf by Ashley Spires
Marilyn’s Monster by Michelle Knudsen
The Monster Fun Joke Book by Sean Connolly
A Monster is Coming! (beginning reader) by David Harrison
The Monsterator by Keith Graves
Mysterious Creatures by Michael Teitelbaum
My Teacher is a Monster (No I Am Not!) by Peter Brown
Mysterious Monsters (series) by Jennifer Rivkin
Nessie: The Loch Ness Monster by Richard Brassey
Scary Monsters by Jim Whiting
The Story of Frog Belly Rat Bone by Timothy Ering
The Substitute Creecher by Chris Gall
This Monster Cannot Wait!/This Monster Needs a Haircut by Bethany Barton
Unmasking Monsters with Scooby Doo (series) by Capstone Press
The Well-Mannered Monster (beginning reader) by Marcy Brown
When a Monster is Born by Sean Taylor
Wilfred by Ryan Higgins
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